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C
Tin development of a scientifically aware generation will haw a major impact upon the

prIicic s. and the policy-tuaking process of a democratic society. Citizens who know their
1.4 4 rt.n. best interests are most likely to promote these through, all the means at-hand. Being
aw are is only the beginning. Once a society perceises a need and sets objectises. it then moves
le allocate its as enable resources to the priorities indicated by the goals and obtectives. As
est-ry elementary economic student knows. the basic resources of the society are natural
4-4ifarces_ capital. and human resources. in an earlier age natural resources determined a
---,r,t-ty'c w ealth and %Viler,. especially in the fertility of its soil. Consequently. though natural

-14 laces nes er fast their, importance, capital resources: the technology to expand man's.
projectivity. rose to prominence. .

PREFACE

\r .x we appear to be entering an age when human resources will dominate. It is a time when
the most critical problems of society do not lend themselves to attack based on land, new
materials, or machinesXlieprirriaty tools of this society are the talents aiRI skills'of its people.
Whatever its problems. the search Lor peace. the abblition oftiroserty, the .prevention and cure

f d,sease. the reduction of crime or the control of enironmental quality, the solutions depend
t,pc r. dedicated. talented. and well-trained people who understand and who can intelligently
use w hates er technological tools are available. It is the growing- awareness of this new

pe.-.de-ficy that has pushed the United Stases economy-ergo an educational ins estment which
has expanded from $6 billion to $65 billion in 25 years. It is the same phenomenon which
urcit 'lines the emergence of remedial manpower programs to assist those unable to compete
s...tetsfull'y in the more sophisticated labor markets. it is the same awareness which has forced
us tr take a closer look as to what is currently happening in our educational programs and for us
palularly the science education program.

kithough science education has enjoyed a strong position in the "educational hierarchy, little
emphasis has been placed on the applitaiion of science to society. The major thrust in
education todaris "career education". M career education is considered as an inter-disciplin-
ary activity, science is often excluded becaitle "science teachers are so busy teaching subject
matter they cannot relate to the processes of science and how science applied to the world of
work" -

This reaction is unfortunate and highly inaccurate. because any competent science teacher is
constantly attempting to make subject matter real. ant and pertinent and what better way to
make it more meaningful than to relate it to the world of work. if career education is education
for a living. then science might rightfully be considered as the prime essential of life. thus,
science career education must then:gore be a very practical kind of education. How can science
teachers continue to teach in ways which fail to bring practicality into science education?

All too often science stuaents ask '`Why do I have to leam that?' I don't need it." This is'
especially true of terminal students who need to be better prepared for the colci hard world in
which they will suddenly sooner or later be thrust. It is also true in many cases of college-bound
students who condider science as a foundational course material. Many science educators aze
constantly and diligently seeking innovating ideas to teaching the subject matter.
Unfortunately. their efforts are focused on the subject matter or course cont-int rather than on
the students. It is better if they seek ways to stimulate the students in their desire to learn. We
contend that if teachers would make existing programs relevant, then students would act
positively How does one make a science relevant for the non-academic student when it is
difficult enough to maintain the interest of those who may need or want the science courses. but
to those who neither want pr need it. is is almost impossible.

Science instruction as related to the career education philosophy becomes the answer to
many of the problems in teaching tidily. It is an excellent way to make science relevant.
practical, and interesting. It can stimulate the terminal student because he can melte use of it
without the neecrof detailed theory. By the same token, it can be uied to teach theory and
principles to academic students so that it may be understood easily and applied immediately.
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In this approach natural science instruction is and must be focused on the student. One of the
major goals in science teaching is to lime the student deelop the process of making decitioni.
There are iariably rights and wrongs when it names to making decisions but as citizens we
must make decisions. There may well be no real right or wrong for the simple reason that the
product must suit the needs of the buyer. These needs may well %ary from one in
another. What might be emphasized in career scietkeis how to eqltiate products in ht tot
needs? The goal should be to imestigate awareness and relate to self through logical principles
of mluation. Here es ery person uses the so-called scientific method wid)out really being
aware of it for what it is.

. - 't.
. .

We have provided this guide to assist the teachers of natural science. grades K-12, by
pro iding the framework for the defelopment of their local district, building, and classroom
program. This should also serve as the framework for the prea'enice and in-service iraining of
teachers by Are hi et; education institutions. -
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. 1

TEEi REASON FOR NATURAL SCIENCE EDUCATION

The purpose of the natucal science education program for Delaware's students is.to lead to
the sequential-development'of a scientifically literati person. Although this is considered to be
the tentral purpose of natural science education. a single or "best way" of pursuing tbrosioal
cannot be specified. The diverse nature of schools, students, and teachers necessitates a
variety of programtfand approaches.

?,

"no develop a scientifically literate citizenry, the State Board of Educatimi .

recommends that:

' every student K-12 have an opportunity for many natural science
.experiences every year.

*that the K-12 patural ecien-ce-experience takes into consideration individual'
differences of students and reflects the students' emotional, ethnic, moral,
geographical. and economic background.

*every teacher of natural science be supplied with adequate facilities,
equipment. supplies. and the time to utilize these at the various grade leyels
of the student.

*that natural science be presented as a unified discipline, integrated and
coordinated With other disciplines, such as mathematics, social science,
economics, political science, reading, aird cemmunicatipn skills.

'increasing emphasis be placed on science piocesses, conceptional schemes
and values, and less emphasis on factual information. -

*direct experiences with the natural world or in laboratory (hands on)
activities should comprise the major portion of the science program.

*textbooks should facilitrA inquiry, rather than being written to replace
, laboratory (hands on) experiences. The use of recorded material (other'
media as well as printed material) should be integral parts and dependent
upon laboratory experiences. (The materials used Q1 floc discriminate
against the ethnic, moral, geographical, or sexual background of students.)

'natural science education programs include environmental education that
interrelates natural phenomena, environmental influences, science, techno-
logy, social implications of _science and technology, and economic considera.
tions.

*natural science education programs incorporate the philosophy of career
education, emergency preparedness, health (drug and sex) education, but
thiss not the sole curricular area responsible for these-philosophies.

*opportunities for the professional growth of teachers of natural science be
considered an integral part of natural science education programs so that
teacher's own deeper insights can be brought to bear on the science
programs designed for scientific literacy. .

the achievement of scientific literacy should be the basis tor setting
objectives: for selecting content, learning experiences. methodology, and
for developing a system of evaluation.

4
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This guide is meant to serve as a minimal standard for natural science educition but at the
same time strive for maximum output.of the natural science program. The guide is based on the
processes of science education as wbkas the concepts, and attitudes with terminal objectives in
areas of the biological, physical, and earth sciences, at the learning levals of K1, 2-4, 5-8, and
9-12. These are not the day-by-day activities or materials to be used in the accomplishment of
the terminal objectives. The development of this aspect of the curricul is the reseonsibihty
of the classroom teacher, students, and coordinated by the buildin ,..or., curricia .-
specialists and the State Department of Public Instruction. - ..
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PHILOSOPHY OF NATURAL SCIENCE EDUCATION
FOR DELAWARE'S SCHOOLS

A

. /
- When a student completes his experience in bejasares scbooltrh should ha%e irdiiched a

devel of proficiency in these four basic goals.
.

_- .

f. Attitude Goal: To develop those vague& aspirations, and atlitudei-which
underlie-the personal involvement of the individbal-with his envircultben( 7-
and with mankind. . -

.. - °
r OS

V I *

2. . Rational Thinking Goal: To develop the rational thinag processes which
underlie scientific modes of inquiry. .

3. Skills Goal: To develop fundamental skills in manipulating materials and.,

I
equipment and in gathering, organizing, and communicating scientific
information.

. .

46

4. Knowledge Goal: To develop knowledge of specifics, processes. concepts:
generalizations, and unifying principles, which lead to fitrther interpretation
and dretion of objects and events in the natural environment.

In order to attain these goals, a set of terminal objectives have been established. Each
terminal objecti%e is a culmination of a student's science achievement from kindergarten
through his high school experience.

The follov..ing$ages identify the four basic goals and their terminal objectives to serve. as a
framework for the development of ychir science program. -
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ATTITUDE

To develop those. values. asx
Orations. and attitudes whitli
underlie the personal involve -'
ftdent of thelriditicinal with his
enviromne4 and with Man-
kind.

I
ti

.6

4

The student has a critical
attitude . toward unsupported
inferences. hypotheses, and
theories.

The student is intrigued by ob-
jects and events in his environ-
ment.

The student appreciates the
interrelatedness of science,
technology, and society.

The student willingly subjects
his data and ideas to the' criti-
cism of his peers.

5e6osntude9t is aware of and
ds in a positive manner

lo.beauty and orderliness in his
environment.

The student conducts and re-
ports the results of his scientific
investigations in an honest, and
objective manner.

The student recognizes the
limitations of scientific modes
of inquiry and the need for
additional, quite different ap-
proaches to the quest for
reality.

The student habitually applies
rational' and creative thinking
processes wheii attempting to
explain discrepant events,
when trying to find relation-
ships among seemingly unre-

. lated phenomena and when
seeking solutions to science-
based probleins.

A
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- 411AillONAL KING GOAL

processes

. .

'Vitae
entific modes alititity.

$.

40.

14 .

5

The student formulates tenta-
tive statements (inferences,
hypotheses, theoretical models)
tn iffpntify anti orphan juatual
phenomena.

The student draws inferences
from data and distinguishes be-
tween empirical data and infer -
ences.

The student formulates
and tests predictions derived
from inferences. hypotheses,.
graphic, and theoretical models.

The student identifies the
variables which may materially
tafinence a given interaction in
a systenf and find ways to
control and manipulate the
identified variablei.

The student generates relevant
dati to verify, define .
inferences, hypotheses, and
theoretical models. -

The student sewer the exist-
ence of discrepant events and
problems which arise when he
is biyestigating . natural
phenomena: f
The student uses the processes
described under this pal,
requisite, manipulative,, and
communication skills and
attitudes, and his functional
understanding of the concept(s)
involved to design, cony out,
and report-the ftndings of an
experiment,

The student selects criteria for
and develops classification
systems and uses his systems
and those of others to classify
given objects and events.
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SKILLS GOAL

To dqtreicip fundainental skills
in manipulating, materiels and
"equifinignt, ad in gathering,
communicating. and,o`rganizing
scientific information.

,

The student communicates with
others, orally and in writing, in
a manner that is consistent with
his knowledge of scientific
conventions and that facilitates
the learning of his readers ot
listeners.

The student records observa-
tions accurately And organizes ,

data and ideas in ways that
enhance theii usefulness.

. .
The student gathers descriptive
and quantitative information
needed for developing or test-
ing inferences and hypotheses

b'y meaneof purposeful,. objet-
{ tine obserystions of things end

events.

6
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The student .constructs and
handles laboratory ipparabts in
a skillful manner, giving due
attention to accident
prevention.

The student gathers needed
data, which have been generat,-
ed by others from a variety of
sources.

:4



KNOWLEDGE GOAL
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.
The student demonstrates a
knowledge of specifics facts.
convention. sequences, clasilfi-
dations. and criteria: '

The student demonstrates a
knowledge of the relationships
betweerrscienceAand society.

The .student demonstrates at
knowledge of concepts,
oneralizations, and unifying
principles.

J

The student knows thg major
processes and procedures
which are employed in scielir7
tific inquiry.

O
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PROCESSES OF SCIENCE EDUCATION

In order to determine the lege' of achievement of students in Delaware's public schools, a set
of minimum object-no has b4n Astablished. Each of these objectn'es is based on one or more
processes thatgive a definite indication of a student's progress.

OBJECTIVE.4110. . 0 ECTIVE
.

Following is a list of the eleren major processes that have been identified which includes the
great majority of student =hides that are appropriate fur K-12 school experiences. Along
with the term associated with each process is a short desf.riptne paragraph0 help clarify the
intended meaning of the terms.

These processes are not listed Jo imply use of the program. Science. A Process Approach
MAAS). but are the processes used for any natural science or environmental education
program.

4
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PROCESS Observing

Observations can be made in a variety of ways using all of the senses. Where
direct sense experience is not adequate for making needed observations.
indirect methods are used, Objects and events may be observed with respect to
many qualities and quantities When obseriations are made to accumulate
data from which inferences will be draw n. the precision of the observations is
critical: Precision is often improved iv. making quantitative observations.
Observations are influenced by the experience of the observer.

PROCESS - Classifying

Classifying is the grouping or ordering of phenomena according to an
established scheme. Objects and -events may be classified on the basis. of
observations. Classificational schemes are based on observable similarities
and differences in arbitrarily selected properties. Classificiaanal keys are used
to place items within a scheme as well as co retrieve inforthaticin from a scheme.

PROCESS - Inferring

.Inference. while based on observations, requires evaluation and judgment. In-
ferences based upon one set of observations may suggest further observation.
which in turn requires modification of original inferences. Inference leads to
prediction.

PROCESS - Predicting

Prediction is the formulation of an expected result based oh. past experience.
The reliability of prediction depends upon the accuracy of pastobservations and
upon the nature of the event beingpredicted. Prediction is based upon influ-
ence. Progressive series of observations and, in particular, graphs are import-
ant tools of prediction in science. An experiment can verify or contradict a pre-
diction.. .

PROCt$S - Measuring

Measuring properties of objects and events can be accomplished by direct
compariioh or by indirect comparison with arbitrary units which, for purposes
of communication, may be standardized: Identifiable characteristics which can
be measured may be interrelated to provide other quantitative values that are
valuable in the description df physical phenomena.

8
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---1 PROCESS - Communicating

4.
,1

r

In order to communicate observations, accurate records must be kept which can
be submitted for checking and rechecking by others. Accumulated records and
their analysis may be represented in many ways. Graphical representations are
'often used since they are dear, concise, and meaningful. Complete and
understandable experimental reports are essential to scientific communication.

PROCESS - Interpreting Data

Interpreting data requires the application of other basic process skills m par;
denier, the processes of inferring. predicting. classifying. and communicating.
It is through this complex process that the usefulness of data is dejermined in
answering the question being intestigated. Interpretations are allays subject
to revision in the light of new or more refined data.

PROCESS - Making Operational Definitions

Operationalfdefinitions are made in order to simplify communication concern-
ing phenomena being intestigated. In making such definitions it is necessary
to gite .th'e minimum amount of information needed to differentiate that which
is being defined from other similar phenomena. Operational definitions may be
based upon the observable e characteristics of the phenomena and upon the
oper2tions to be performed. Operatonal definitions are precise and. in some
cases, base12. d upon mathematical relationships.

PROCESS - Formulating Questions and Hypotheses

Questions are formed on the basis of observations made and usually precede an
atitempt to-evaltiate a situation or event. Questions, when precisely stated. are
problems to be soled through application of the other process of science. The
attempt to an&ster one question may generate other questions. The formulation
of hypotheses depends directly upon questions, inferences, and predictions.
The process consists of devising a statement which can lie tested by_sp_eri.-
ment. When More than one hypothesis is suggested by a set of observations.
each must be stated separately. A workable hypothesis is stated in such a way
that. upon testing, its credibility may be establisbed.

PEOCES Experimenting j
Experimenting is the process of designing data-gathering procedures as well is
the process of gathering data for the Purpose of testing a hypothesis. In a less
formal' sense, experiments may be conducted simply to make observations.
However, even here there is a plan, to relate cause-and-effect. In an experi-
ment. variables must be identified and controlled as much as possible. An ex-
perjrnental test of a hypothesis Is designed to indicate whether the hyp4liesis is
to be accepted, modified. or rejected. In designing an experiment. limitations
of method and apparatusinust be considered.

PROCESS - Formulating Models

sit - Models. whether physical or mental. are devised on the basis of accepitble
hypothesis or hypothesis that hteie yet to be tested. - Models ,are used to
describe and explain the interrelationships of ideas. In many cases the model

E. i§mples new hypothesis. if testhif these hypothesis results in new information.
- s the model must be altered to include it. S.

Each of these processes have different letets of difficulty that are-based on the age and ability
levels of a particular student. With this in mind, the following are the minimum acceptable
proficiency levels for students completing the grade levels covered by,this guide in a Delaware
school.

9
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PROCESS ABHITT- LETS

MINIMUM STANDARDS AT THE COMPLETION OF SCHOOL EXPERIENCE

Observing

Identifying changes in properties and measuring rates of change.
Differentiating constants from variables.
Identifying correlational changes in variables.

Classifying.

Setting limits as a means of grouping on the basis of a continuous variable.
Developing classifications' schemes of two or more stages of subsets having mutu
exclusive categories.
Using an accepted cia.ssificational system or key to identify objects r phelornena.
Using characteristics observed under imposed conditions as a basis for grouping

Inferring

Sta ting cau -and-effect relationships from observation of related events.
Identifying itations of inferences.
Modifying an extending inferences to include discrepant events.
Developing pl to test the validity of inferences.
Using inferenc to suggest further observation.
Extending infererices to formulate models.

Predicting t

Limiting variation in conditions affecting prior obsenations in order to improve the accuracy
of predictions.
Dronstrating the accuracy of predictions in order to establish the validity of previously held
concepts upon which the predictions are based.
Using interphlation and extrapolation as a means for making predictions. .,Estabjishing
criteria for stating confidence in predictions.

Measuring .

Identifying measurable physical quan tities which can be used in precise description of
phenomena.
Measuring quantities which depend upon more than one variable.
Using and devising indirect means to measure quantities.
Using methods of estimation to measure quantities.

Co mmunicating
. t

Stating questions "end 'hypothesis concisely without ambiguity.
Constructing tables and graphs tb communicate data.
Planningjor communication of procedures aid results as an essential part of an t eninen
Reporting experimental procedures in a form' so other persons can replicate the enmen
UsingMathematical analysis to describe interpretations of data to others.

'Using tables and, graphs to convey possible interpretation's of finite data.

10
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Interpreting Data

Describing information as it is displayed on tables or graphs.
Making and explaining inferences fro& tables or 'graphs.
Setting criteria for assessing the validity, precision, and usefulness of data.
Comparing sets of related data to test the credibility of inferences and generalizations.
Selecting the most acceptable interpretation from multiple interpretations of the same set of
data.

aloes of statistics from sample and ealuat11Determining estimated 1, ing probable errors.
Stating criteria for restricting inferences and gene lions to those inferences and
generalizations supported by data.

Making Operational Definitions

Stating minimal observable characteristics required for an operational definition.
Establishing the criteria for operational definitions according to the use intended for the
definitions.
Evaluating the suitability of operational definitions.
Describing the limitations of operational definitions.
L sing mathematical relationships in malting operational definitions.
Frinulating operational definitions of experimental parameters such as system boundanes,
data gathering procedures and interactions of variables.

Formulating Questions and Hypotheses

Separating broad questions into parts which, when 'answerech,.tvill contribute to a
comprehensive explanation.
Aiking 'questions or stating simple, hypotheses which can be *.#
Stating hypotheses in forms which suggest the variable to be manipulated.
Differentiating between hypotheses which must be tested qualitatively and those which can
be tested quantitatively.
Stating negative hypotheses in an attempt to eliminate variables.

Experimenting

Identifying relevant variables in an experimental situation.
Maintaining an accurate record pf experimental procedures and results.
Controlling those variables not a part of the hypothesis being tested.
Identifying sources of experimental error.
Describing the limitations of experimental apparatus.
Describing the limitations of thl experimental design.

Formulating Models

Constructing a physical representation, a chewing, or a mental image to explain observed
phenomena.
Extending physical or mental models to include related phenomena.
Modifying existing models to include new observations.'
Formulating physical or mental models idealizing observed conditions in order minimize
variations I /"P," -

Devising tests for the credibility of an existing model.
Stating limitations for models.

4.,



CONCEPTS OF SCIENCE EDUCATION

Concept * Process. ' 40* Objective

Moving up the ladder each process is, based on a conceptual scheme. thus allowing each
objective to be developed under the c.oncepts. Six major concepts have been identified for
inclusion in the natural science curriculum in Delaware's K-12 schools. These concepts are
defined as follows.

1

s

s.
Diversity. The vast number of natural phenomena which can be observed
display a wide variety of similarities and differences.

- .

1

Change. Our environment, living and nonliving. microscopic and macroscopic,
is constantly undergoing change. . 1

4
, . ..,

:-

Continuity: There is constancy in causeand-effect relationships which
precludes any abrupt reversal in natural phenomena.

-,J

.

Interaction. The interactions of living and nonliving matter i an environment
and the resulting change of energy determine the nature of t environment.

12
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Organization. Systematic teladonships exist in *natural phenomena. Systems
within systems comprise the universe.

Limitation. Natural phenomena are limited by the fundimental nature of .
matter and energy There is an overall tendency toward equilibrium in an
environment.

Curriculum Area 41111. Concept 10. Process Objective

Environmental education is not a separate content area of the natural science programs. it is
part of the biological. physical, and earth sciences, with implications for the social sciences.

C

GOALS & TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

.CURRICUWM AREA

CONCEPT

PROCESS

OBJECTIVE

et

When ail this is completed, an the bask objective achieved, the student is then on his way to
reaching the long range goats' and terminal objectives that 'should be achieved; before,
graduation.

On the following pages miq objectives for the senior high school curriculum have been
indicated. These objectivetrihav ben broken down by course area, i. e. earth science,

"ihysicarscience, biology, chemist7 afid.physics. It should be stressed that these are minimtd
objectives. However, these objecfive.b..ehOuld serve as a guide 10;course development and
updating curses precently- being' taught. .

.
. 5 r.:.
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EARTH SCIENCE OBJECTIVES

Describe the general conversion of one form of energy to another.

Trace solar energy through its various changes.

. Illustrate by using natural examples:
How energy may flow or be stored.
How energy may be transferred or transformed.

Explain why a frame of reference is important hi describing the motion (or rest state) of an
object.

Describe experiments that support the concepts that:
The eFra rotates on an axis.
The earth revolves araurl¢ the sun.

Cite examples of the relations p among time of day, seasons, and the motion of the earth.

Describe in the student's own words-theories for the origin of the solar system and identify at
,least one major flaw in each.

Describe methods that can be used to find the shape: size, density. etc, of the earth.

Describe some general physical characteristics of the atmosphere, 'hydrosphere, and
lithosphere.

DiacUss the relative importance of several common elements of each sphere in terms of
abundance and chemical activity.

List the elements that occur hi abundance in all three spheres.

411,i Explain. the theory for origin of the sun's energy.

Correlate unequal heating, gravitation, and rotation with unequal pressure distribution and
,Convective circulation in the . atmosphere.

Describe the effect of in-coming solar energy on the development of the general structure of the
atmosphere. ..

Relate the properties Of a as in terms of tepspejiture, pressure, and volume,

. Describe and give examples of moisture (water) in the atmosphere.

Describe, in the students own words, how the lower part of the atmosphere produces the
"graiouse effect". '

.
ds _

Relate changes in temperature,- pressure, and volume to the production of prtssure cells.
. -.

.Define operatiorially ,warm and cold fronts in terms of air-mass movement,

Discuss how geographic location, topography, nearby water, population center, etc. will
influence local weather.

Make a 12.24 and 36 hour weather prediction for his school's locAlity froni weather main for
success' ive days. . .

15
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Explain several ways by which waves and currents are 'generated at or near the
hydrosphere-atmosphere boundaries.

Discuss. in his own words, the formation of tides.

Trace the major oceanic circulation patterns on a map of the world.

Describe the major topographic features of continental shelves, continental slope and ocean
basins, and suggest hypotheses concerning their origin.

List shoreline features and correlate the production of these features with wave find current
activity in shallow -water along The Delaware Coastline. . .

identify several unfamiliar minerals with an appropriate mineral key.
.

Identify textural, and compositional features in hand specimens of common rocks.

Explain the origin of metamorphic rocks by discussing the temperature. and pressure conditions
that may be inferred at increasing depths within the earth's crust.

Describe the environments where sediments may accumulate and how sedimentary rocks are
formed.

Trace a particle of matter. thrOugh the rock-cycle along various paths it may take.

Illustrate with example how geologic processes tend toward an equilibrium state as the earth's
surface is modified.

Relate trorigin of sedimentary rocks to weathering, mass movement and erosion.

Describe in the students own words how & why an earthquake occurs:

Explain how earthquake (seismic) Wave data are used to postulate the general interior structure
of the earth.

Cite evidence and explain uplift (emergence) and subsidence (submergence) of crustal blocks
not necessarily associated with geosyncline mountains.

Loco the major earthquake and volcanic areas on a map of the world (past and present) and
identify areas where'future activity might be predictable.

I
Explain radioactive decay and how it may be used to measure geologic time intervals.

Demonstrate a familiarity with the Geologic Time Scale.

Cite fossil evidence to support the thtory that organisms have evolved from simple to more
complex fornis, . k.

I', -._ , .

illustrate by .example the use.of, fossils as tools in interpreting earth history.
.

Predict what changes in the earth mean annual temperature may occur iremember the
greenhouse effect) and how these changes may affect till natural environment if man's activity
constantly increases the abundance of carbon dioxide and dust in the atmosphere.

Distinguish between renewable and non-renewable mineral, resources ,(giving examples of
each) and suggest things that may: be doe to increase, man's use of some non-renewable
mineral resources -after these resources. have been used in manufacturing. -



. .

.

I .

4

Construct hypotheses conhernini the possible effects on future changes in the earth's surface of
. such technological application as damming .waterways (both sing and large) and underground

nuclear explosions. etc.

Demonstratekis knowledge of the earth's position relative to the rest of the soar system and
this ifili5rmation to compare and contrast characteristics of the planets.,

Identify piaysital features on the surface of the earth using a ire fit 1 PholooglaPhY1

I
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE OBJECTIVES.
4

-

Add, subtract, multiply and divide (in base 10) numbers up to three digits.,

Traits late a wori description of a mathematical relationship into mathematical sentence.

Translate a matherriatical equation into words.

State whether a giten metric- measurement is a measurement of mass,. tohime, or length.

Use correct units with both measured and calculated quantities.
_-

Defend the need for stanclarized units of measurement.

Converi units within a measurement system such as MKS (meter., kilogram, second.).

"'"7--

-

Corner( units in the MKS (meter, kilogram. secondetstem to units in the CGS (centimeter.
gram. second) system and vice .versa, z

Measure and record time in standarized units. '

Determine and record the temperature of a liquid.

Construct a demonstration to distinguish between heat and temperature.
. .

Ideally common . laboratLory apparatus by name.

Vse a double pan or triple beam balance to determine the mass of a sample of any solid or liquid
taking proper precaution so that the balance is not damaged, none of the sample is lost and the
sample is not contaminated. The value reported should be correct within the limits of the
precision of the balance used.

Insert a glass tube into a rubber stoliper demonstrating ability to use a lubricant and protect
himself from posiible injury by brokqn glass. s =

Heat a liquid in a test tube safely to boiling without any overflow of the liquid.

Readthe volume of a liquid in a graduated cylinder and/or a buret and record, the
"measurements.

Use a bulb andpipette to transfer a specified quantity of liquid from a stock bottle to a beaker
with an acedracy of 0.1: ml.

Light a bunsen burner and adjust the flame approximately to achieve the desired use.

Use a mercury barometer to measure atmosphere presiure to the nearest.milEimeter of Hg,
coritert the reading to normal units of pressure and correctly describe a rationale for ace-eating
this length of a column o Hg as a measure of atmospheric pressure.

Construct an tied:ice] circuit consisting of a power supply (or chemical calif a switch, a
resistance (or chemical cell), a volt meter and an ammete and deters tine the voltage and
current in the circuit:

Identify those observations that are necessary and sufficient to identify an object or class of
objects uniquely.

In a labratory situation find the density of a giveli sample of a solid, liquid or gas.

A. 19
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Describe properties e.g. density, melting point. boflink point, heat ot fu*ioii, heat of
vaporization. specific heat, solubility.

Describe a test which would belp determine whether a sample of a material that appear" to be
uniform in composition is a single substance (a free element or compound) or a mixture.

Use a standard reference to locate information such as: (a) the density of an element or
compound. (b) the specific heat of an element or compound, (c) the heat of formation of a
compound. and (d) the vapor pressure of water as a function of temperature.

Translate a chemical, equation into an ordinary. English sentence, using only common
substatkes.

Construct a table of data from a graph of the data and a graplbhfrom a table of data.

From experimental data for some variable which is a function of another variable, establish a
suitable scale, locate points on a graph for each ordered pair and draw a "best fit" curve for the -
data.

Construct a short word statement to describe what a table or graph communicates about the
responses of one variable to the manipulated variable.

Apply rules for interpolation or extrapolation to predict from a graph.

Construct a frequency distribution forka set of observations.

Identify tbe name of the variable that should be held constant, the one that should be
manipulated and the one that will respond to that manipulation in a test of an IPipothesis.

State the problem to be researched in researchable terms.

Identify the element's of a problem on which a hypotheses could -be based.

Generate hypotheses about tbe critical element in the problem.

Plan to test hypotheses on the basis of. (1) identifying all the variables possible, (2) ;electing a
variable to be studied, (3) establishing a proper .control, 14) planning for replication. *1
planning systematic observation of desitiptive data, (6) identifying sources of error such as
measurement, computation tools; instrumentation, etc. and (7) planning a system' for
processing the data to make it ready for. interpretation: .

Execute the plan of investigation by (1) collecting, organizing, and analyzing data, (2)
presenting findings, (3) using tools properly. (4) recording data' accurately indicating the
degree of uncertainty, (51 reviewing tools and procedures used and (6) revising procedures
where indicated by results..

)-
Evaluate reports of a current social issue of the nature suggested above to'cletermine whether
the industry... tbe public or both have fulfilled their respective ethical responsibilities.

Provide at least one historical example to show the influence that scientific dev7elopment has
had on social thought and/or action.

Provide at least one historical example to showi the influence (either positive or negative) that
society as a whole has had on scientific development.

Demonstrate a concern or an intellectual interest in scientific development by any combination
of activities such as the following: (a) reading science related books or articles wgich.are not
required reading, (b) participating in science fairs or development of nature trails. (c) visiting a
science museum or scierice lecture and (d) applying scientific thought to a real problem fact,*
him. \
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Identify by name and function the majoi structures that constitute plant cells (cell wall, cell
idittnbrane, nucleus. chloroplast. vacuole, mitochondria, ribosome, endoplasmic reticulwal.

identify by name and function the major,structures that constitute animal cells (cell membran e,
nucleni. vacuoles. mitochondria, rilxiscarkes, endoplasmie reticulun3, centtisomel.

Relate the structure and function of the highly specialized cells: muscle cells, nerve cells;
epidermal cells in leives, red blood cess, 'white blood cells, and xylem cells.
.

Describe the functiops of . various tissues such as: wet membrane - lungs, is lets of
Langerhans-pancreas,' epidermis-skin of mammal.. xylem-roots, stems, leaves, ..&

14-
6.

Describe the complementarity of the structure and the function of organs using examples swig
as heart- circulation of earthworm. grasshopper, and human, brain-nervous system of
humans, liver-digestive system of a mamma uterusleproduction of humans,
intestine-digestion of earthworm, grasshopper, and human, ovary and testes-reproduction of
frog. fish. birds. & leaf-photosynthesis in producers:"

.

De:scribe the major parts of various systems and relate how these struetures contri6ute to the,
well being of the total organism. Use examples such as the following. roots -Corti
circulatory; frog,. Skeletal-insect, sketetal-mammal, nervous - `human, endocrine-human.
digestion-cow. excretion-human4, transport-woody 'plant.

Compare and contrast the nutritional patterns of organiims using examples such as: algae
'cells paraniecia, fungus-mold on toadstool. earthworm, grasshopper tree, min. parasitic
organisms. & symbiotic organisms. , :

Describe in a given organism the mechanical and chemical processethirchnnge food in its .

large particle form to the small particle form that is able to diffuse into living cells.

Describe supporting and conflicting evidence of the hypothesis; the larger the. size of the
mature organism the more complex its systems, using situations such as: circulation in the
earthworm and. a chordate, gas exchange processes in the paramecium, the insects, and a
mammal, reproduction of the paramecium and a rotiffer. & circulation of transportin asponge
and a mouse.

Describe -the stimulustresponse mechanisms in various organisms such as: pararneia,
euglena, planaria, earthworm, insects, & human..

Design and perform a demonstration to show the effects of tropisms such as: geotropism.
hydrotropism, & heliotropism.

Design, perform. and report the results of a controlled experiment to demonstrate the effect on
living organisms of varying amounts of the following items such as. water, nitrogen,. calcium,
phosphorous, light. and. heat. Use various kinds of plants, fruit flies, other insects, or small
water animals.

Relate the role of endocrine secretions to homeostasis.

Describe theie aspects. 'cot respiration. 7aiitiognish Optween aerobic and aneribic respiration to
the effetleircy of energy release 'and the prriclUcts formed, relate re pirntion to energy in all
living things. & describe the basic cheMical changes which occur when sugar is burned and

;identify the rolb of each organ or,organelje involved.
.

.
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Describe the action of ciliated or flagellited motion as it =rigs in. single celled organisms,
sessile water animals. 4g special tissues in coMples organisms. such as frog epithelium, oviduct,
trar.hael epithelium.

Describe bow movement is achieved by muscular contraction in organisms where action
involves internal or external skeletons, the action against material or opposing _muscles using
examples such as: mammalian movement, insect movement, round worm or parthsorm
movement, perstalsis.

Describe the eicretion function by identifying the material secreted, the source of the material,
and the disposition of the materials in such organs as. intestines of earthworm, insect, and
mammals. lungs of reptiles, birds. and mammals. gills of fishes, kidneys of vertebrates,
nephrons of the earthworni, cell membrane of the paramecium. .

Identify and contrast the sequehce of events is the mitosis of plant and =inlet cells.

Describe and contrast fertilization in various organisms such as. mold (Rhizopus), algai4
ISpirogyria, Qedogonium). a flowering plant, a frog (external fertilization), & a mammal ,
'internal fertilization).

Describe the %arious processes by which asexual reproduction may occur and cite examples to.;
illustrate such as fission, budding, regeneration, layering, fraglogntation, & sporulation.

Relate pH scale to acidity and alkalinity.

Recognize generilized structural formulas and carponent parts of common chemical
substances referred to in biology such Eis., amino acids, protsizis-,. fatty adds, glycerol,
carbohydrates, water, carbon dioxide, & molecular oxygen.

Identify the three basic structural units'of nucleic acids. - phosphate coup, sugar group,, and
base group. Compare the stnifture of DNA and RNA.

Describe, by _diagrams .or models, the process of DNA replication.

By diagrams or models show hoW a given sequence of amino acids in protein synthesis is
determined by the chromospmes (DNA).

Construct a fpod web diagram that illustrates the dependence of the high' level consumers on
the low level consumers and producers from a given list of organisms found in a community.

Trace the transfer of energy froin one form to pother as it moves through a series of orgaiiisms ;

(food chain) starting at the source and ending at the final disposal into the non-living
environment Use various types of habitats such as. a temperate prairie, a fresh water lake, &
a tundra.

Describe the carbon - oxygen- hydrogen cycle as it occurs in the hjosphere hyrelating the role of
the various "components materials and processes such as: the series of events in
photosynthesis whiCh lead to capturing energy, green plants, animals, the series of events in
respiration that' release energy from foods. & conservation of energy in the cycler''

Relate the benefits each of the following groups of organisms give to their communities as they
, perform the functionsby which they maintain themselves. producers, consumers-primary and

secondary. & decomposers. -

Vtiorking from a prepared diagriinli describe the nitrogen cycle as it occurs in his own words
using correctly the terms. nitrifying, denitrifying, fixing nitrogen, nitrate, ammonia, bacteria,
animal wastes, and 'decomposers. f

.
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DDescribe, by words or diagrams, the process of succession as it occurs icars in the Rowing
situations: a sandy lake shore, a fallen tree, an abandoned field, a small pond, a soh or fresh
water marsh, artificial harbors' and breakwaters, & lakes behind dams. .

By personal observation and investigation, identify a given number of organisms of a
designated local ecosystem. Some suggested ecosystems are. the back yard, the vacant lot in
the neighborhood; the aquarium in the school room, the herbarium in the school room, or any
city park.

Construct a study to investigate the effects of competition for water, light, and nutrients on the
characteristics and distribution of organism's' in a biome and generalize these results to explain
the distribution of organisms in various biomes.

Distinguish between heterotrophs and autotrophs by superficial examipation of specimens of
the organisms. = .

Identify the followingll Microscopic examination of suitable specimens. bacterial colonies,
mold. algae. & protozoans.

Describe the general features of the *classification system generally used by biologists such
as binomial nomenclature, major kingdoms of living organisms. k subdivisions-pbyla.
genera. species.

Classify, with &key, Complete plant specimens into the following categories. monocotyledon, .-
dicotyledon. gyinnosperms, fungus, bryophytes, & ferns.

Class* given organisms; both plant and animal, into their correct phyla. with the aid of
appropriate keys.

Relate meiosis to the prediction of variation of characteristics ir; offspring, & Mendel's laws of
segregation and independent assortment.

State the major parts of Darwin's Theory of Natural Selection, cite evidence for acid indicate the
flaws. in each pad.

-

Cite examples of adaptation by organisms to their peculiar environment, distinguish between
Creative, Darwinians and Lamarckian adaptation.

Predict the adaptations that may be initiated in various organisms that survive a changing
environment.

. \')
Describe the relationships between the following items at they occur in various
organisms number of.offspring. amount of parental care, survival rate, their position in the
food web of their comiliunity. Cite examples to illustrate the relationships.

Given data from suitable observations of plant growth at-various temperatures, plot the data
and generalize from its analysis the optimum temperature range for the growth of that
organism.

.
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Group the substances in a collection of samples ,of materials
grouPinig-

1.---
Describe a.prooedure that could be used to classify a sample
compound or a mixture.

it

.

K
and describele

of a material
- -

the basis for

as an element,

Calculate the value of the fourth item, from data provided or collected for any three of th
following: the thermal energy (beg transferred to or from) of a substance, the mass of Lb
substance, the beat capatity of thh substance and the -temperature change of the substance

9
k

Identify a particular substinCe from a list of common chemicals by using a handbook to find
characteristic properties of the chemicals.

Quantitatively separate a solid from liquid 'by filtration. . .

Quantitatively separate a dissolved solid from a liquid by evaporation without decomposition of
the solid.

te

Construct a heating curve and/or cooling curve fora given substance from data Collected in a
laboratory. -

.___ ,

Name the elements represented, the number of the atoms of each element, and the mass of
each element in one ,mole of the compound from the formula for any given compound.

Collect evidence in support of t.be Law of Conservation of Mass in chemical reactions.

Calculate the molecular (formula) weight of a compound for which the formula is given.
. .

Colmt=experimental data and calculate the empirical. fonnulil of a compound. ;#'

Write an equation to describe a chemical system that the student has observed:

Construct the chemical gyitern escnbed by an equation.

Write a balanced chemical equatio for a reaction involving no more than three reactants or
products w ven the form for the reactants and the product of the reaction.

o Calculate.the-mses, m , molecules or atoms for any reactant or produ'd in a reaction from the
chemical equition foi the reaction and the corresponding mass, number of moles, number of
molecules, or number of atoms for any other reactant or products.

CalculatFmass, moles or volume of any of the gaseous products or reactants from the equation''
for reaction, and the corresponding mass, moles or volume of any of the other reactants or
products. MI

Do successive titrapbns of three equal samples of standardized dilution which agree within the
limits of the uncertainty of measurements of the aparatus used. -

For a given 'sample of a compound calculate any two of the following from its correct
formula- the number of moles of the compound in the sample, the number of moles of any one
eleinesnt in the sample, the number of molecules (formula units) in the sample or the number of

atoms of any one element in the sample. ,

26
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Calculate for a gaseous sample the value of the fourth item from data for three of the
following_ the number of moles in the sample. the pressure of gas in the sample, the volume
of the sample, the temperature of the sample.

Describe in qualitative terms how Kinetic Theory accounts for. differences- in gases and
liquid. pressure of a gas. evaporation. difference in diffusion rates for gases and liquids, the
ordinary obser.ation that the boiling point increases with molecular weight. & the relationship
between the rate of diffusion and molecular weight.

Identify those assumptions of the Kinetic Them that are not true of real gases andescribe at
least one false prediction that could be made based on the theory.

Describe qualitatisely what occurs during the phase change from a solid to i liquid in terms of
energy, temperature, distance between particles, arrangement of particles and motion of
particles.

Calculate the change in energy when a given substance at a given temperature is changed to
some new temperature in another phase when given the specific heat of the substance in each

. phase. the heat of vaporization, and,the heat of fusion of the substance.

Describe experimental evidence to support the concept that atoms contain sidiparticles that
possess electrical charge.

Assign oxidation numbers to each element in a compound or radical.

Demonstrate a procedure for finding the approximate size of molecules and atoms.

Identify from a Est of chemical equations ,those w hich represent oxidation-reduction reactions.

For any reaction involving oxidation and reduction, identify the reactant that is oxidized, the
reactant that is reduced, the product of the oxidation and the product of the reduction.

After conducting an investigation using lab equipment, strips of serious metals and aqueous
solutions of corresponding metal ions. write equation* for the half reactions which occur when
any of the metal strips are placed in any solution containing one of these Ions and order the
resulting half "reactions in decreasing .order of ease of oxidation.

Design and demonstrate a procedure for obtaining electricity from a chemical system using two
metals and aqueous solutions of their salts.

Construct a safe and adequate electric circuit for measuring the electrical variables of various
combinations of half-cell reactions.

Select any metal /metal ion halfcell as a standard. and measure the potential of at least two-
other metal/metal ion: half-cells relative to the chosen "standard.

List examples and reactions involvingpoxidation and reduction that are necessar7 for human
existence and/or physical comfort.

.
List examples of reactions involving oxidation and reduction that are' detrimental for human
existence and/or physical comfort. _

Conduct an ins estigation to determine those condition* that affect the rate of oxidation of some
material. ' ; .

Use the results of the investigation to' propose a procedure for eliminating for slowing) some
oxidation such as the rusting of water pipes andiorTor inducing for speeding up) oxidation such
as the rusting of metal cans.

27
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Ocastru.ct an operational defniition of acids and bases, use it to classify common substances
found in the home.

Distinguish between concentration of an acid and strength of an acid.

Identify properties that are a periodic function of the atomic ntunber from a list of properties
each as melting point, atomic radius, atomic weight, density, ionization energy, & heat .of
vaporization.

For any of the properties listed, describe the trend observed as you move across a period or
down a column inIthe periodic table, such as atomic radius, electronegativity, & ionization
energy.

r

Designate the number of electrons in each orbital of an atom or siiple ion in its ground state.

Describe how the emission of hydrogen provides evidence for the theory that the energy of th e
electron of an atom is qudntized.,

Identify the chemical family to which an.atom belongs from data about the orbital occupancy of
the outer or valence electrons. .

Irite the electron configuration for an atom in its ground state from its atomic number!

Constnict a Lewis (electron-dot) structure for any compound given its formula and, in complex
cases, the structural arrangement.

. *

Calculate the number of protons, neutrons, and electrons for an atom given the atomic number
and the mass number of the 'atom.

Identify thole atoms which are isotopes of the s element given the atomic and mass .

numbers of various atoms.

Determine the number of moles and the molarity of each species present in an ionic solution
formed by adding a known .mass of solute to form a known volume of solution.

Determine the resulting concentratibn of each.dissolved species when two soltuions are mixed.
Any precipitation and dissociation should be considered complete.

Predict whether two given atoms form an ionic, polar or non-polar covalent bond given values of
electronegativity.

Predict the type of bonding for a substance from experimental data such as. solubility,
electrical conductivity (when Egsed or in solution), and melting point.

Describe the qualitative effect on the rate-of-reaction :of a change m temperature or
concentration.

Predict the change that will result in a system at equilibrium when any of the following
occur the concentration of one of the components is changed, the pressure of the system is
changed, the thermal epergy is changed or a catalyst is added tci the system. t ,

..:,

. . ..

[rite the equilibrium constant expression from the equation for a reaction.
,

Compute the egbilibriurn constant given the equation, the Amount of each component at
eqdilibrium and the volume of the system. f

Compute the predicted concentration of each dissolved species and amount of precipitation
when two solutions are mixed.

.37
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Front a list of reactions and their equilibrium constants, rank the reactions in Order of
decreasing concentration of products at equilthrium. .

Describe how the nature of the chemical bonds in a solute related to its solubility in various
solvents. .

Trace of history of various applications of chemicals in the everyday activities of home and
industry and identify various environmental problems that have resulted from these
applications, include in this discussion how attempts to correct one environmental problem
have often led to the development of another.

l'se the detergent, pesticide, packaging analor fertilizer industry to illustrate how man's use of
chemical knowledge to improve his well-being has led to other problems for him and identify
types of data that should be.analyzed and projected in the future before any new product should
be marketed for mass consumption.

Construct a test of a hypothesis about a chemical system r phenomenon.

Describe observations that could support a hypothesis and tb se that refute a hypothesis about
a chemical system or phenomenon.

Construct a report of a test of a_hypothesis about a chemical system of phenomenon which. is
written so that it can be understood by a competent reader, provides all data which are relevant
to the hypothesis, presents the data in an orOecly manner and provides reasonable conclusions
based on the data reported.:

Write equations to represent nuclear transformation resulting in natural decay of radioactive
materials.

I
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Distinguish between distance and displacement,

'Sohe selected problems imolving distance and displacement concept using estimation for the
magnitude and accepted units for the answers.

.

Combine distance Land displacement) intervals with time intervals to derive new physical
concepts which better explain observed phenomena. speed, velocity and acceleration.

.btinguish between in taneous and average speed, instantaneous and average velocity,
and instantaneous and average acceleration.

Construct graphs of speed vs. time: distance vs. time, and acceleration vs. time.

Interpret the abut. egraphs using areas and slopes as the represents-lion of physical quantitiest
. .

Define force in terms of- mass add acceleration.

identify friction as a force.

Define momentum in terms of mass and velocity from empirical data.

kCorritne
the physical quantities of force, mass, distance, etc. and relate diem to the Newtonian

ynthesis INewton's three laws of motion and unive gravitation.)

List various physical properties as scalar or v

Formulatea model of electricity to explain selectikcil electrical phenomena.
N

Use, this model to describe other rrelectlical phenoniena.

titles.

,
some

.
Discus e monetary' alue of electrical energy used in some tsekected segment of society (e.g.: , ,

the home. community. a given industry) and compare the Opt f that energy with the oast of
providing the same amount s ,of energy by some other means

. ..
. .. ..

-... -

Trace the'path of an elementary charge through various cirkits liu as. series. parallel and
'combinations of a. simple nature. V.

. t
Perform an investigation to determine the nature of the force ;fief! around a -charged object.

. . ..---' ' -

Discover, state, and apply a rule for determining the .direction,of a Mitnetic field around an
electric current. .

t .
Ddnonstratt how thp forces on electric currents in magnetic fields re e p yed in meters and

. . . \'' motors. ' ....
t .

Describe a transformer and explain its operation in 'terms. of induced c rr nt and &MP:
. Oa

.:

Demonstrate pr cite evidence for thacelationship between the fore on a charted object, its
. ,

velocity through a magnetic field and the,strength of the fielde.
lb , 0

Identify the kinds of energy. mechanical, electrical, thermal, chemical, and ctromagnetic

. 0. '
\

b

.1

exhibited In complex systems. N. t

s
Trace. a. transfer of energy through a_cycle frivolling two oi. more changes hind from i

tdiagrams. pictures, or demonstration.
4
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Derive an expression for traRslational kizietio-energy using mass and. velocity.
. .

Demonstrate energy conservation using interactions which
.
myolve a change in energy forms.

"" Apply the principle of conservation of energy and momentum to predict the behavior of objects
involved in an elastic collision.
AO .

X

Identify selected periodic motions such as;
oscillator.

I
. .

pendulum,. uniform circttiar motion and spring

Relate periodic motions to wave motions such as. sound, light, radio, microwave, ultra-sonics
and heat. ." -

Compare and contrast tip wave model and particle model in describing energy transfer ands'
. other phenomena.so

Identify properties of elementary particles such as. electron, proton, neutron and positron in
terms of mass, size, charge and energy level.

.ruakmo:

Describe the relationship between gravitation and/or electric field strength and distance;
(inverse square relationship/

Cite evidence to support the law of conservation of energy for the microscopic as well as .
macroscopic state.' -

Test the laws of reflection, refraction, aiffraction and interference for light in the laboratory.

Extend these findings to enough other members of the electromagnetic family to shovfthe close
relptionships between the members of that family.

Order the commonly recognized segments of the electrotnagnetic.spectrum, according to
wavelength or frequency.

at
Demonstrate totaltotal internal reflection.

Demonstrate the principle .of super-position of daves; construct a model to explain its effects
and use it toexplain various phenomena in sound, water, and light waves.

.* List several practical applications of electromagnetic energy to daily existence.

.-
Relate the energy content of the various seinients of the photo-electric spectrum to frequenicy
or wavelength. .: .

.
, .

- Discuss the transparency of .various material; to various segments, of the electromagnetic
spectrum inclbdinga discussion of such phenomena as the greenhouse effect, snow-blindness,

,-. Becquerel effect, & radib reception.
. .

Describe the condition necessary for electromagnetic wave amplification by stimulated
emission of itadiationenaser and laser) and discuss some ikesent and potential beneficial used
'of this phenomena.

If

Discuss the properties of the elementary types of radiation (alpha, beta and gamma).

Use both the wave d particle 'models to describe variousus phenomena involving
electromagnetic radiati

Solve a simple example of E = mc2.
, .

Describe in simplified general terms the operation of an atomic particle accelerator.

32.
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AT THEBI

The State Board of Eclu.catio
accumulate./18 credits in order
credits are prescribed by the
credit is required in the area o
that' further consideration be
elective programs in the area a
of interests and contribute to

4 .

Although credit has beep ge
2 a carnegie unit which rep

90
.

'

ins(ruction under the
examples adcord Variations
instructional -requirement:.

SCIENCE

that .a student must
uate. &Wolof 10 1/2

Board. Although only one
NCE. it is recommended

n to exposing studeits to
NCE which meet a variety

scientific literacy. .

designated in the form of
.120 hours o classroom
f the teacher, following

providing the minimal

1. 144 instructional pe per year on a class
. 'session of 50 minutes in length.

k. 160 instructional periodi per year based 'on a class
session of 45 minutes in length.

3. 160 instructional periods per year based on flexibly
arrahged class Cessions of varying duration which
exceeds the minimum number of hours: ,. .

It should be emphasized that each secondary school endeavor,
to proceed beyond the minimuns requirements -necessary to
assure the provjding of ad ctional tide. Where
achievement becomes th = basis for instruttlon,
variable class length is, is'

.
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Itigh3 tolt+tipcience and Reading]

.

.
Career Education
...

4

.

Vducation

. :

4

"0 a

.e4

CIt is P that eyeirj area or the 'eletheitary school
parigarpm, including Ilaturakacience, should conlOnte to the
reactingprOgram Children's experiences in science mould

. 'help therh turn b6w to Teed jn 'other aim. -Cc bversely,.as
char:Yen develop gene* readingAird coitummication'' able
these will contribute:4o their development in natural science.

.

.4 .4
S,

i:... .. 4:t

' Reading is essentials the recognition of relaiimishipt between
sj'mbols and objects or events.

. 0

4

at

4. a'

I
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The emphaiit in'the natural Science progiamls en &tit-hand .

experlexices with concrete materials. ,Childriin handle and
slitfiy.rocks, plants, ahlinals, magnets, etc. .These area concrete

objects .and Primary- experiences to which synitbolt can, be
related. Words -and sentences take- FA' meaning, for childen
when theiz .signify ...objects that they haye iterated and.
experiences in khich they have taken pin .

Thus the natural science ppgiam an integral ristrt in building
sound readhig communkation skins progranz.

.

Themain thrust of career education is to .prepareell student's
for a successful life of work' by increasing, their optiOnt for
occupationatchoice, by eliminating barriers real-and imigiried
to attaining job Allis, tuid;byenhancing learning achievement
in all subject areas and at all levels of education. "

Career education recognizes Critical decision Points it wbich
students must be priparediand etiuipped to decide. whether to
purses rr job, seek -further education,. or cbc6se some
combination of botir. .

411 t

a

.

:'he implementation of the world of work ideas should be an
inyinsic part of any icience,curriculni.° The development' of

:currichltim mitteriale including this idea is recommended and
«the f9cus of career education at the elementary lever (K-4) is

o Career Awareqess; Middle or Junior High School level (5.8) is
career exploration, and Senior High (9-12) the world of worli,

In depth health'educatiiin as such is not considered part of the
natural science progrard. This is an area where therf arebasic
relation.shinsto the biological scieices, but the proper way to
bathe, brush teeth, and t ut fingernails is not natural science as

'Itich. . .

. .

The importance of feinting about drugs. their us e and abuse is
essential. The eduAtion or students in' his area draws a fine
line between natural science and.healCh echscation. 'The natural

-science objectives are not specifically realted to drug education.
There are basic relationships with the physical (chemistry) nnd
biological sciences.

-
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. This is an area of importance in preparing the:student to be.a
producti6 member of the co=urmity. The naiturai science
objectives are not specifics*: related to emergency
preparedness. There are basic relationships for the application
of the certh scten.ces.

.

Thee outdoor clasiroom has a multitude ot oppoittmities, for
naturalscience education programs. The use of the immediate

*area about the sabol for application of .the various aspects of
. 'natural science education is strongly reco=netided. A guide as

LO to IltiliZe, these 'areas has been prepared by the
De t of the Inti.rior, and the local soil conservation

4
.gro is .in cooperation with the State Department of Public
Instruction.. Copies of this guideare available from the office ;I
the State Supervisoi of Science and Environmintal Education.

The use of field trips to vanillin Iocc itiions in the State and the
surrounding areas is 'recommended when the field trip is an
integral part of the leatningaituation. There is a great deal of
planning and preparation required if the field trip is to be a

r meaningful experience. The .field trip should provide an

.
-.

Field Txips and Outdoor Eclucaticui

.

excellent means for the appli9nion of natural science to the
other learning areas such as social studies, art and
iommunicatien skills. (We should note that a field trip
requiring a two hour bus ride, then spending a half hour at a

, site and a two bout return trip has questionable value).

Scienc4 Fair - _ . .11e display of student projects and activities is an excellent
..., method of building interest in the natmel -science prograin

.. among the students and parents of a particular school or school .
. district. . , - ,t.

P;rticulaily in grades K. judging shijuld not be conducted for
. .

the award of prizes in any. foda. Eath student, receive
"
-

' some type of recognition for his efforts. .1 '
. . : :

The fair should not be just for' natural science, but be a;
Inultidiscipline event where the talents 'and efforts of the
stir dents in all areas are presented. . ..

S

.
g

Northcience Theory in Science
Instruction

. 0,

ti

I*"

-
Throughout his recorded history, man has been vitally
concerned to find out all that he can about his universe. Re has ;.
explored it in wary ways, raised questions *about it, designed

methods bx which he could increase and organize his know-
ledge, and developetsysteins to aid him in understanding and
explaining his own ortgin'and nature and hie place in the uni-
verse. Among these systems are pkilosephy, religions,
folklore, thearts, anescience, . :
Science is the systein of knowing about the universe through
data collectid by observation sad coStraled experimentation.
As data are collected, theoliesare advanced. to 'explain And
account for what has keep observed. 'the true test of a theory
valid in science is threefold: (1) its abilit5, to explaip,what-has
been observed: (2) ability to predidt what has ttot yet *IV
observed; and* (3) its ability;.* to be tested by further
experimentation and to be modifiedas reqtifred by the acquisi-
Lion of.liew data. -.4 , ,

, . 4. : .
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